
D-Central Technologies Announces Strategic
Partnership with GoBrrr.me to Expand 3D
Printing Offerings

D-Central and GoBrrr.me Collaboration

D-Central partners with GoBrrr.me to

expand its 3D-printed Bitcoin gadgets

line, boosting open-source mining

support across North America.

MONTREAL, QC, CANADA, April 18,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- D-Central

Technologies, Canada’s premier ASIC

repair hub and a leader in the bitcoin

mining sector, is thrilled to announce a

new strategic partnership with

GoBrrr.me, an innovator in 3D-printed

Bitcoin gadgets and DIY kits. This

collaboration signifies a pivotal

expansion in D-Central's product lineup and underscores its commitment to supporting the

Bitcoin community's burgeoning DIY and open-source segments.

Since its inception in 2016, D-Central has carved out a stellar reputation for reliability and

Empowering the

community, our products

are by the plebs, for the

plebs, ensuring everyone

can innovate.”

Jonathan Bertrand, CEO, D-

Central Technologies

expertise in ASIC repairs, bitcoin mining hardware resale,

and hosting services across Quebec and Alberta. In 2023,

D-Central ventured into the 3D printing industry, rapidly

progressing to develop proprietary, in-house designs that

cater to an expansive customer base, from individual ASIC

owners to large-scale mining operations.

Strategic Alliance to Empower North American Bitcoin

Enthusiasts

Through this partnership, D-Central becomes the primary North American distributor for

GoBrrr.me’s products, enhancing its already diverse portfolio with unique items that promote

security, privacy, and operational efficiency in Bitcoin management. D-Central’s customers now

have exclusive access to GoBrrr.me’s acclaimed 3D-printed products, including bespoke Bitcoin

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://d-central.tech/
https://d-central.tech/
https://d-central.tech/product-category/asics/
https://www.gobrrr.me/


node cases, mining rig accessories, and secure wallet storage solutions.

Mutual Commitment to Innovation and Community Support

Both D-Central and GoBrrr.me share a profound commitment to the Bitcoin ethos—prioritizing

privacy, security, and the empowerment of individuals through technology. This partnership not

only diversifies D-Central's offerings but also strengthens its role in the community by

supporting grassroots initiatives like Open Source Miners United (OSMU) and enhancing the

capabilities of hobbyist and professional miners alike.

Investing in the Future of Bitcoin and 3D Printing Technology

A portion of the proceeds from GoBrrr.me’s product sales through D-Central will be reinvested

into continuous development and innovation, ensuring that both partners can keep providing

cutting-edge, reliable solutions. D-Central’s support extends to the broader Bitcoin community,

encouraging and facilitating the shift towards more decentralized and user-empowered financial

technologies.

A Vision for Comprehensive, Integrated Solutions

“Partnering with GoBrrr.me allows D-Central to offer a more holistic range of products and

services that are tailored to the modern Bitcoin enthusiast’s needs,” said Jonathan Bertrand,

Founder and CEO of D-Central Technologies. “This partnership aligns with our vision to simplify

and secure Bitcoin management and mining for everyone, from individual users to large-scale

operations.”

D-Central's role as a distributor of GoBrrr.me products is a testament to its leadership in the

sector and its dedication to embracing innovative solutions that reinforce the security and

efficiency of Bitcoin technologies.

Unleashing Creative Potential with 3D Printing Innovations

D-Central's 3D printing division has rapidly evolved over the past year, distinguishing itself with

innovative, in-house designs that resonate with the needs of the modern tech enthusiast. By

integrating GoBrrr.me’s specialized 3D-printed products, D-Central not only broadens its

technological footprint but also offers an enriched array of customizable and versatile Bitcoin-

related gadgets. These products are not just tools but transformative assets for Bitcoin

enthusiasts, enabling them to secure, manage, and personalize their cryptocurrency apparatus

with precision and artistic flair.

Further enhancing its product lineup, D-Central has formed strategic alliances with other notable

innovators in the field, including Cryptocloaks and AltairTech. These partnerships have allowed

D-Central to diversify its offerings with a variety of essential tools and accessories, all designed to



facilitate the secure and efficient management of digital assets. Each collaboration is structured

around a commitment to not only deliver outstanding products but also to support ongoing

development through remittances to the original creators, ensuring that the pioneers of these

innovative tools continue to develop and refine their creations.

This collaborative ecosystem fosters a thriving community of developers and users, cementing

D-Central's role as a catalyst in the world of cryptocurrency hardware. By supporting these

partnerships, D-Central not only enhances its own offerings but also contributes to the

sustainability and growth of the broader Bitcoin and cryptocurrency technology landscape.

Empowering the Bitcoin Community through Educational Collaborations

Beyond just selling products, this partnership is about empowering individuals. D-Central and

GoBrrr.me are committed to providing educational content that demystifies the process of

setting up and maintaining Bitcoin hardware. Through tutorials, DIY kits, and collaborative

workshops, both entities aim to enhance their users' understanding and skills, promoting a more

informed and self-sufficient community.

Looking Forward: What This Partnership Means for the Future

The collaboration between D-Central and GoBrrr.me is not just a momentary alignment but a

strategic move towards a shared vision for the future of cryptocurrency. As this partnership

flourishes, customers can expect ongoing innovations, including next-generation 3D-printed

devices that integrate seamlessly with Bitcoin technologies, continued enhancements to user

security, and robust support systems that enrich the user experience. This alliance is poised to

transform the landscape of Bitcoin mining and management, setting a benchmark for quality

and innovation in the industry.

For more information about D-Central, the partnership with GoBrrr.me, and to explore the new

product offerings, please visit their respective websites.
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